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There follows a list of some of the significant issues responded to by, WCKU-FM, Clarksburg, West Virginia, along with significant 
programming treatment of those issues for the period of January 1- March 31, 2013.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in 
which the issue appear does not reflect any priority or significance.  All time are Pacific Time zones.

Issue Program Date Time Duration Description of Program
Family News 1/30 5:30 am 20 seconds A new survey saying about 15% of Americans in their 40s and 

50s providing financial support to both an aging parent and a 
child in 2012. That's up from 12% in 2005. 

Family News 2/6 2:40 pm 
5:40 pm

20 seconds Boy Scouts of America, delayed until May, on whether the 
organization will lift a controversial ban put in place more than a 
decade ago. Not only was the vote delayed, but it will now be 
open to 14,000 member national council.

Family News 2/25 3:00 am 
7:00 am

20 seconds If you have a healthy heart – it may have to do with a ‘happy 
childhood’. researchers claiming if you grew-up in a happy and 
healthy home – your heart is healthier as an adult – your brain 
is stronger too….both affected – not only by being loved – but 
less stress.

Family News 3/1 12:30 pm 20 seconds A NEW SURVEY OF GRANDPARENTS SAYS HEARTS ARE BEING 
BROKEN.  THE FEELING IS THAT THEIR TRADITIONAL ROLE OF 
GIVING ADVICE TO GRANDKIDS IS BEING REPLACED BY THE 
INTERNET.

Family Closer Look 1/13 5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

Pastors Roundtable: Two-Thumbs Talking.  Closer Look Pastors 
Mike, Jeff and Keith see excessive texting cripples a kid's face-
to-face skills.

Family Closer Look 1/27 5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

Grandma Might Be Hungry. Elderly neighbors short on groceries 
will often suffer in silence. K-LOVE's Kenny Noble Cortes talks 
with Nicole Hartog of the Area Agency on Aging, Denver CO; and 
Connie Jones of Seniors Plus, Lewiston ME. 

Family Closer Look 2/3 5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

Help for Kids with Autism. Two therapies are improving the lives 
of children and families living with autism. K-LOVE's Jennifer 
James talks with Laura Weigel of the Center for Autism and 
Related Disorders and Kati Rule, Placement and Training Director 
at Autism Service Dogs of America.

Family Closer Look 2/24 5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

Pastors Roundtable: Wear Your Teen’s Shoes.  Closer Look 
Pastors Mike, Josh and Dave remind parents what it was like to 
be a teenager.

Family Closer Look 3/3 5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

Pastors Roundtable: Divorce-Proof Your Marriage. Closer Look 
Pastors Mike, Josh and Dave talk about something called your 
"Love Bank."

Family Closer Look 3/31 5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

Pastors Roundtable: Tough Qs For Engaged Couples.  Closer 
Look Pastors Mike, Jeff and Keith say pre-marital counseling 
saves hearts and homes.



Family Local Closer 
Look

1/6 5:30 pm 22 minutes Single Parents Child Support- This segment spotlights Big 
Brothers Big Sisters of North Central West Virginia and the 
various services they offer. Guest: Silvia Hawkins - Executive 
Director - Big Brothers Big Sisters of North Central West Virginia.

Family Morning 
show

2/7 3:00 am-
8:00 am

15 minutes 3 Statements to Change Your Kids' Lives.  A counselor claims that there 
are 3 statements you can say to your children that will 
significantly improve your parenting and the way your children 
behave. 1)"Do you need a hug?" Instead of lecturing a child on 
their actions and attitude. 2) "Do you want to talk about it?" 
When kids are upset, regardless of why. 3)"I am SO happy to 
see you!" The way you react when your kid enters the room is 
so important for their well-being and sense of self. 

Family Morning 
show

3/14 3:00 am-
8:00 am

15 minutes Three things I Wish I'd Known Before Having Kids article written by 
family counselor, David Thomas, in which he explains. 1. 
Parenthood is mostly about showing up. Little did I know that 
delivery would be the first of many times I’d feel uncertain, 
awkward or incompetent in parenting. The moments of 
uncertainty have created beautiful reminders of how desperately 
I need God—to parent, to love my wife, to care for my family 
and to just show up.  2. Parenthood is designed to help you 
grow up. Parenting will take us to the end of ourselves. It will 
drive us to a place of dependence, of crying out for help, of 
leaning into God. We aren’t designed to do this on our own.
3. Parenthood will expose the worst and the best of who you 
are. This enormous love that exists in me on behalf of my 
children has nearly wrecked me at times. But that same love is 
changing me—slowly, gradually, making me into something 
different. And hopefully, with God’s grace, something better.

Family Amanda 
Carroll Mid-
day show

3/2 8:00 am- 
12:00 pm

15 minutes Don't Say Beautiful- interesting blog on how one Dad is approaching 
this issue, and I think its genius. If you have daughters, you 
might really be interested in how he’s raising his girls.  "I want 
more for my girls. So, I ask you to please stop telling my 
daughters they are beautiful. Ask them what book they’re 
reading, what their favorite sport is, or what they want to be 
when they grow up. Teach them that they’re interesting, that 
you value them far above what they look like, and build their 
self esteem apart from their appearance."

Education News 1/22 12:40 pm 20 seconds THE NATION’S HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION RATE IS ALMOST AS 
HIGH NOW AS IT HAS EVER BEEN.  NEARLY 80% OF KIDS 
ATTENDING HIGH SCHOOL PICKS UP A DIPLOMA ON TIME…THE 
HIGHEST RATE SINCE THE 1970’S.  ONE REASON POSSIBLY IS 
THAT STUDENTS ARE REALIZING IT’S TOUGHER NOW TO FIND 
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A JOB IF THEY DON’T COMPLETE HIGH SCHOOL.
Education News 2/28 5:30 am 20 seconds If you struggle in math and reading at school – you will improve 

if you start exercising…a study finding children who are more 
physically fit do better in school – 2 times more likely to ace a 
test than someone who’s unfit… the reasoning behind this: 
thinking maybe our brains need that work-out, exercise keeps us 
more alert and focused.

Education News 3/7 4:45 pm 20 seconds There’s been a spike in college tuition. After aid was factored in, 
the average tuition rose just over 8% last year. This came at a 
time when state and local funding for schools dropped to the 
lowest level in 25 years, according to the report. And that’s a 
major factor for higher tuition. 

Education Closer Look 2/24 5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

Tutors Transform Kids in Elem-School.  The successful Whiz Kids 
program was born in a Denver-area church.  K-LOVE'S Kenny 
Noble Cortes talks with Reg Cox of Lakewood Church of Christ 
and Dr. Sue Borzych, Principal at Foothills Elementary School.

Health News 1/21 12:40 pm 20 seconds AS EARLY AS NEXT YEAR FLU VACCINES MAY BE MORE 
EFFECTIVE THANKS TO THE US GOVERNMENT AND 
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES.  EXPERTS SAY IT WILL 
PROBABLY TAKE 8 TO 10 MORE YEARS OF TESTING BEFORE WE 
GET A UNIVERSAL FLU VACCINE.  

Health News 1/21 12:40 pm 20 seconds FEELING A LITTLE DOWN TODAY…WELL its BLUE MONDAY.  
SAID TO BE THE HARDEST DAY OF THE YEAR.  REASONS 
INCLUDE WINTER WEATHER, THE DEBT THAT WE SEE FROM 
THE CHRISTMAS SEASON, AND THE MORE THAN LIKELY 
FAILURE OF OUR NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS.  

Health News 1/22 12:40 pm 20 seconds 15 YEAR STUDY SHOWED THAT PEOPLE TAKING REGULAR 
ASPIRIN FACED A HIGHER RISK FOR AGE RELATED MACULAR 
DEGENERATION WHICH IS ONE OF THE LEADING CAUSES OF 
BLINDNESS IN OLDER ADULTS.  THE LONGER THE ASPIRIN IS 
TAKEN THE HIGHER THE RISK.  A SPOKESMAN FOR THE 
AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION SAID THOSE PRESCRIBED 
ASPIRIN FOR HEART HEALTH SHOULD CONTINUE THE THERAPY.

Health News 2/4 5:30 am 
7:30 am

20 seconds Still an epidemic – but it looks like it’s starting to level out. I’m 
talking about the flu.  If you’ve made it so far this season 
without getting sick, good for you, it’s been one of the earliest 
and busiest flu seasons in over a decade.

Health News 2/8 3:40 pm 20 seconds The worst of the flu season may be over…that’s what we’re 
hearing from the CDC. The season started earlier than normal 
and hit hard and fast…but now cases appear to be dropping.

Health News 2/15 2:40 pm
5:40 pm

20 seconds New study out linking alcohol consumption and cancer deaths. 
Researchers say, here in the US, it results in 20,000 lost lives a 



year here, or nearly 4% of all cancer-related deaths. WHO had 
labeled alcohol as the world’s third largest risk factor for disease.

Health News 2/21 2:40 pm 
5:40 pm

20 seconds CDC releasing new information that indicates kids and adults, 
we’re all cutting back significantly on fast food in our daily diets. 
A few years ago, it accounted for nearly 15% of our calorie 
intake. It’s now down to about 10.

Health News 2/22 5:00 am 20 seconds The flu vaccine did not help if you’re older. Drs finding less than 
10% of people 65 or older actually benefitted from flu shots this 
year; lose of life and hospitalizations for plus in the 60s plus, the 
highest ever this season. The vaccine is the best prevention, it 
was better in younger people, about 50% effective.

Health News 2/28 1:40 pm 
4:40 pm

20 seconds Mental illness: shows the same genetic basis is found in five 
different types. The five types include Schizophrenia, Bipolar 
disorder, Autism, major depression and attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder. Researchers say the findings strengthen 
an emerging view of doctors making diagnoses based on genes 
rather than symptoms.

Health News 3/1 3:30 am 
7:30 am

20 seconds You could notice your milk starting to taste a little different..the 
dairy industry working with the FDA – hoping to change the 
definition of milk so that chemical sweeteners can be used in the 
milk, but not listed on the label for you to see.

Health News 3/12 5:30 am 20 seconds People who slept less than 5 hours a night gained 2 pounds in a 
week – eating more to try and stay awake and get energy when 
you’re sluggish.

Health News 3/12 3:00 am
7:00 am

20 seconds Controversy around this but a judge has stepped in to overturn a 
ban on large-sized sugary drinks….this ban was supposed to 
start today – to encourage people to make healthier choices.

Health News 3/27 12:30 pm  
pm

20 seconds Over 100 institutions conducting genetic tests on 200,000 
people have uncovered dozens of warnings in DNA that can help 
reveal a person’s risk for several types of cancer. Scientist say 
these genetic clues may help identify who best would benefit 
from testing.  

Health Amanda 
Carroll Mid-
day show

1/10 8:00 am- 
12:00 pm

15 minutes Fear and The Flu- There is a State of Emergency in Boston because 
so many people are sick. It feels like we’re one step away from 
wearing those masks everywhere we go.  Here's some great 
ideas on preventing the flu. I learned something new that 
sunlight and humidity can kill the flu virus, so let that sunlight 
into your home and turn up the heat!
 

Health Afternoons 
with Scott 
and Kelli

1/12 12:00 pm- 
4:00 pm

15 minutes Getting healthy is often a battle that is won or lost in your mind. 
Here are some tips to get in the right mindset for success:
The key thing to remember is that it's not about preparing for a 
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diet, but more about changing your life so that you don't need to 
diet. Eventually making healthy food choices and getting regular 
exercise will become a part of your day so you don't even have 
to think about it!

Health Closer Look 3/17 5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

Teenage Suicide- 100 teens in a room. 12 consider suicide. Can 
we reach them before it's too late?  K-LOVE's Jennifer James 
talks with Ashley Womble of the National Suicide Prevention 
Lifeline and Kristen Anderson, a young woman who survived her 
attempted suicide.

Health Closer Look 1/20
3/24

5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

Pastors Roundtable: Burned Out! Closer Look Pastors Mike, Jeff 
and Keith offer advice if troubles are draining your life.

Health Closer Look 2/3 5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

Pastors Roundtable: Trauma/Emotional Pain. Closer Look Pastors 
Mike, Josh and Dave encourage you to seek healing for 
emotional injuries.

Health Closer Look 2/10 5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

Pastors Roundtable: Control Yourself. Closer Look Pastors Mike, 
Josh and Dave say self-control leads to a better life. 

Health Closer Look 2/17 5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

Pastors Roundtable: Feel Like Giving Up? Closer Look Pastors 
Mike, Jeff and Keith discuss faith when facing discouragement.

Health Closer Look 3/17 5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

Pastors Roundtable: Teens "Cutting" The Pain. Closer Look Pastors 
Mike, Josh and Dave discuss the alarming teen trend of self-injury.

Health-
Sanctity of Life

News 1/22 1:40 pm
4:40 pm

20 seconds Today is the 40th anniversary of Roe V. Wade, the Supreme 
Court decision that legalized abortion. A decision that has pro-
life and pro-choice rallies and marches firing up again this week. 
The ‘March for Life’ rally near Capitol Hill is set for Friday with 
former Republican Presidential Candidate Rick Santorum among 
the scheduled speakers.

Health-
Sanctity of Life

News 3/27 3:00 am
7:00 am

20 seconds In North Dakota will soon have the strictest abortion laws in the 
nation…banning abortions as soon as you can hear the baby’s 
heartbeat – which is just a few weeks into pregnancy. The 
governor saying one aim of the law is to challenge “Roe/Wade”.

Public Safety News 2/13 1:40 pm 
4:40 pm

20 seconds Texting while driving is illegal in some states, but now a new law 
being introduced in California would ban the act on devices with 
voice commands.

Public Safety News 2/26 7:00 am 20 seconds Government numbers finding the number of 16 and 17-yr-old 
driver losing their lives in a car accidents – it’s increased about 
19% from a year earlier…no one single reason it’s happening but 
some are pointing to being distractions by cell phones.

Public Safety Closer Look 1/6 
3/10

5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

Meet Your Self Online. Somewhere there's a server mining the 
Web for data about you--what does it know? K-LOVE's George 
Rath talks with Steven Wyer, author of "Violated Online" and 
Jayne Hitchcock, founder of Working to Halt Online Abuse.



Public Safety Closer Look 3/31 5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

Drive With Caution- Police rollout 'no-ticket' plans for making 
roads safe. K-LOVE's George Rath talks with Lt. Anne Ralston, 
Ohio Highway Patrol; Phil Rivers with the Florida Sheriff's Assoc 
and Police Chief Daniel Hahn of Roseville CA..

Public Safety
-Weather

News 1/30 3:30 am 20 seconds Tornado watches now for Kentucky, Southern Ohio and far 
eastern parts of the Virginias. They’re saying there could be 
wind gusts up to 100 mph along the East Coast today.  

Public Safety
-Weather

News 2/22 3:00 am 
5:00 am

20 seconds Today the big winter storm is heading East –it’s lost a little bit of 
its punch, too after a lot of snow and ice throughout the Plains. 
This morning plan on a mix of snow and sleet from Pennsylvania 
and New York and Ohio down to North Carolina. Thousands of 
schools from the Plains to the East Coast, starting late, even 
cancelled – hundreds of flights cancelled as well. 

Public Safety
-Weather

News 3/1 3:30 am 
6:30 am

20 seconds A “silver lining’ behind all the recent snow storms if you’re in the 
plains. You got some much-needed moisture. A drought is 
covering more than half the nation, but because of all the snow;  
drought conditions dropping, affecting now, 54% of the nation.

Public Safety 
-Weather

News 3/4 1:40 pm 
4:40 pm

20 seconds Winter storm warnings and watches are in effect from the 
Northern Plains to the Mid-Atlantic.

Public Safety 
-Weather

News 3/4 4:00 am 
7:00 am

20 seconds Shovels are still in high demand, all throughout the northern 
Plains over to the east coast. It’s all moving East, with winter 
storm watches and warnings already up through the Ohio Valley 
to the East Coast. 

Public Safety 
-Weather

News 3/5 3:40 pm 20 seconds Weather map shows winter storm warnings and watches 
stretching from Minnesota to the Mid-Atlantic. 

Public Safety 
-Weather

News 3/6 7:30 am 
2:45 pm

20 seconds That winter storm has shifted into the east- bringing 2-feet of 
snow to some of us. In the Mid-Atlantic a quarter million homes 
and businesses have lost power. 

Public Safety 
-Weather

News 3/6 7:30 am 
4:45 pm

20 seconds Winter storm system that has brought snow to the central part 
of the country, and new snow to the Mid-Atlantic States. Power 
is out for 200,000 in Virginia and 40,000 in New Jersey. 

Economy News 1/30 2:40 pm 20 seconds We keep hearing analysts say the economy is growing…but new 
numbers from The Commerce Department show the exact 
opposite. The last quarter of 2012 logged the worst performance 
since mid-2009 when we were deep in recession.

Economy News 1/31 4:30 am 
6:30 am

20 seconds The Labor Department saying unemployment rates fell in more 
than three-quarters of the largest U.S. cities in November 
compared with the same month a year ago, evidence modest 
hiring is starting to happen.

Economy News 2/5 2:40 pm 20 seconds Congressional Budget Office: believes the 2013 budget deficit 
will drop below $1 trillion dollars for the first time since 2008. 
Economic growth will likely remain slow this year, it should pick 



up quite a bit next. And the CBO says unemployment is 
expected to remain above 7 ½% through next year.

Economy News 2/8 4:00 am 
6:00 am

20 seconds Tax time – usually forces you to look over your finances whether 
you like it or not: so how are things looking? If you’re not sure – 
a few signs that you’re living beyond your means.

Economy News 2/13 4:30 am 
2:40 pm

20 seconds A plan to raise the federal minimum wage is in the works. 
Obama says it would come in stages and end up at $9 an hour 
by 2015. The current federal minimum wage is $7.25. 

Economy News 2/25 6:30 am 20 seconds 1 in 4 of us have more credit debt than savings….those numbers 
have pretty much stayed the same over the last couple of years.

Economy News 2/26 6:30 am 20 seconds CONSUMER CONFIDENCE HAS INCREASED MORE THAN 
EXPECTED IN FEBRUARY.  WHILE WE ADJUST TO THE HIGHER 
PAYROLL TAX WE SEEM TO BE OPTIMISTIC ABOUT ECONOMIC 
RECOVERY.  PART OF THE CONFIDENCE MORE THAN LIKELY 
COMES FROM NEW HOME SALES THAT JUMPED IN JANUARY 
AND ANOTHER REPORT TODAY THAT SHOWED HOME PRICES 
ARE ALSO INCREASING.  

Economy News 3/1 2:40 pm 
5:40 pm

20 seconds Gas prices are expected to drop this month. After February’s 
10% rise, refineries beginning to catch up so experts say there 
should be a slow but steady fall in gas prices ahead.

Economy News 3/12 12:40 pm 
3:40 pm 

20 seconds The Labor Department says job openings have rebounded … the 
number of positions waiting to be filled nationwide is over 3 and 
half million! And the fewest number of workers on record were 
let go in January.

Economy News 3/14 12:40 pm 
3:40 pm 

20 seconds NUMBER OF US FILING NEW CLAIMS FOR UNEMPLOYMENT 
BENEFITS DROPPED. ECONOMISTS BELIEVE THAT IS THE 
LATEST INDICATION THAT THE LABOR MARKET RECOVERY IS 
GAINING MOMENTUM.

Economy Closer Look 1/27 5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

Pastors Roundtable: Hope In Uncertain Times. Closer Look 
Pastors Mike, Josh and Dave remind us that unemployment is no 
match for God.

Economy Closer Look 2/10 5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

Considering Career Change. You have values, skills and passions 
– where should you work? K-LOVE'S Dan Dillard talks with 
Career coach Caroline Dowd Higgins and Brian Ray, CEO/founder 
of Crossroads Career Network.

Economy Closer Look 1/20
3/24

5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

Faith In Business, "How you treat your employees and how you 
treat your customers, that IS your ministry." K-LOVE's Dan 
Dillard talks with "The Small Biz Lady" Melinda Emerson and 
David Madore, a Christian and CEO/Founder of U.S. Digital.

Economy Morning 
show

2/26 3:00 am-
8:00 am

15 minutes Ways to adjust your budget without feeling the pinch. The hardest part of 
budgeting is worrying how it will affect the everyday life that 
you're used to living. I found an article on ways to slightly cut 



your budget, without having to give up too much. Change the 
way you shop: Cook according to what’s on sale. Stockpile: 
Everything from cereal to chuck roast! If it’s on sale and you 
have the space, Rediscover the library: Your local library has 
way more than just books. Check out DVDs, audio books, and 
tap into activities for preschoolers and up, Shop for clothes 
seasonally: And by that, we mean the opposite season.

Economy Morning 
show

2/28 3:00 am-
8:00 am

15 minutes How To Get A Promotion. 1. What you do outside of work matters. 2. 
Your attitude is as important as your assignments. 3. Speak up! 
4. Follow our lead 5. Toot your own horn. 6. We don't like 
performance reviews, either! 7. Dress like you mean business. 8. 
We appreciate positive feedback, too. 9. Be a problem solver. 
10. Take responsibility for your actions.

Crime News 2/4 4:40 pm 20 seconds White House admitting their gun law efforts face an uphill battle. 
The actions are bringing opposition from the gun lobby, headed 
by the NRA, as well as some gun rights advocates in Congress. 

Crime News 2/25 6:30 am 20 seconds Financial advisors making a list of what you should never keep in 
your wallet: A few on the list, your social security card. Checks, 
carry only one credit card, a stack of receipts; thieves can even 
use the limited to get into your accounts.

Crime News 2/28 12:40 pm 
3:40 pm

20 seconds House did hold one vote today, to renew the Violence Against 
Women Act. The law assists victims of domestic violence and is 
even tougher than the original 1994 legislation in helping victims 
bring justice to their abusers.

Crime Amanda 
Carroll Mid-
day show

2/27 8:00 am- 
12:00 pm

15 minutes Black Out- You might think that slavery is over, but today, there 
are more slaves than at any other time in history. 27 million 
people are forced to work against their will. That's why today we 
are raising awareness of this issue by having a Social Media 
Blackout. K-LOVE is disappearing on social media in honor of the 
27 million men, women and children who've disappeared. 
Trapped in slavery. In brothels. In factories. In quarries. 
Working as slaves. In 161 countries, including the U.S. 

Crime Afternoons 
with Scott 
and Kelli

1/11 12:00 pm- 
4:00 pm

15 minutes Help End Slavery Now! The statistics are heart wrenching...
27 million people are enslaved today. Human trafficking happens 
in 161 countries, and sadly in our own.  80% of the victims are 
women; sadly many of them are children.  Every 30 seconds 
there is another victim of human trafficking.

Crime Closer Look 2/17 5:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

Jailhouse Religion. Research finds faith surging - in American 
prisons. K-LOVE's Susan Kings talks with Cary Funk of the Pew 
Center Researcher; Pat Nolan of Justice Fellowship and Dustin 
Shipley, founder of Fathers for Christ.

Crime Closer Look 1/13 5:00 pm 30 minutes Our Girls At Risk: Sex Trafficking. Traffickers look for lonely girls 

http://enditmovement.com/
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Segment 1 just looking for love.  K-LOVE's Jennifer James talks with Jenny 
Williamson, founder of Courage Worldwide; and Melissa 
Woodward, herself a former trafficking victim and founder of 'For 
the Sake of One.' 

Government News 1/23 12:40 pm 20 seconds Congress is taking action about the nation’s debt limit.  As we 
get closer and closer to the limit that the government can 
borrow the House of Representatives voted to suspend the 
nation’s legal limit for almost 4 months.  That means that the 
legal borrowing limit would be set aside and the government 
would be able to continue to borrow to meet spending 
obligations.

Government News 2/23 2:40 pm 20 seconds A lot of tension in Washington; over the automatic budget cuts 
that will go into effect on Friday if Congress doesn’t take action. 
President says it will lead to fewer teachers, reduced medical 
care and idle defense workers. House Speaker John Boehner 
agrees that something must be done but points to government 
spending as the real problem.

Government
-Military

News 1/23 1:40 pm 
4:40 pm

20 seconds The US military’s ban on women serving in combat is being 
lifted. The decision will open up 100,000 of front-line jobs to 
women with some opening as soon as this year.

Government
-Military

News 2/5 3:40 pm 20 seconds Army is making plans to step up its mental health programs. The 
idea follows reports of increased numbers of soldiers taking their 
own lives.

Government
-Military

News 3/7 12:40 pm 
2:45 pm

20 seconds North Korea has been making threats. An old threat comes 
again: to attack America with nukes. Clearly experts believe this 
is mostly rhetoric—because they’ve done this before. White 
House says the U-S is fully capable of fending off any attempt.

Government
-Military

News 3/18 6:40 am 
12:40 pm

20 seconds At least 6 Marines lost their lives last night during a military 
training exercise in Nevada – 8 have been hurt…. a reminder to 
be praying for all military men and women.

Government
-Military

News 3/26 1:40 pm 
4:40 pm

20 seconds North Korea with some new threats against the US. Plans to 
target locations in Hawaii, Guam and the U.S. mainland. 
Apparently North Korea is angry over some new sanctions and 
military exercises going on between South Korea and the US. 

Government
-Military

Morning 
show

1/17 3:00 am-
8:00 am

15 minutes A Sobering Moment-We all waited to get off the plane and for good 
reason: a fallen soldier's body was being received by his 
comrades. It was very sobering. The plane was silent, but for 
one little 5 year old boy who wondered why he had to wait to 
get off. His mother said, "There is a man who gave his life for 
your son, and we're waiting for him to get off first."

Community 
Service

Afternoons 
with Scott 

1/18 12:00 pm- 
4:00 pm

15 minutes National Day of Service. Saturday, January 19th is the National Day 
of Service in honor of the legacy of Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. 



and Kelli Looking for somewhere that you can make a difference?!

http://www.volunteermatch.org/

